Swellable Packer Solves Casing Challenge, Successfully Sealing and Anchoring Tieback Liner

SWELLPACKER® SYSTEM SEALS AND SUSTAINS 113 TONS OF FORCE

NORTH SEA

OVERVIEW

A North Sea operator needed to cut and pull its liner hanger due to a leak discovered in the lower part of the liner hanger tool. The operator then needed to run a tieback assembly to again isolate that section of the wellbore. Halliburton swellable packer technology was chosen to carry out this challenge since it could run through a restriction, expand to isolate the annulus between the tieback casing and the 13 3/8-in. casing, and anchor the tieback in place. The tieback casing was run to total depth (TD) without issue and the Swellpacker® system swelled to seal and anchor. However, due to a faulty casing patch, the Swellpacker system was removed two weeks later. Prior to removing the packer, it was determined that the Halliburton anchoring force simulator proved accurate in predicting the anchor force required for the packer removal.

CHALLENGES

» Provide an isolation system to minimize the complexity of the tieback casing, along with an isolation packer with sufficient anchoring forces to hold the tieback string in place for the life of the well.

» Offer a solution for a restriction inside the 13 3/8-in. casing that was preventing the running of a conventional tieback packer.

SOLUTION

» Engineer a Swellpacker® isolation system to bypass the internal restriction while also optimizing differential pressure and anchoring forces.

» Isolate annulus between tieback casing and 13 3/8-in. casing to sustain casing pressure.

» Employ external casing patch to engage the 9 5/8-in. casing stub and provide a gas-tight seal.

RESULTS

» Ran tieback casing to TD without any issues.

» Provided a gas-tight seal, along with a significant anchoring force prior to the packer being removed due to a leaking casing patch stabbed inside the 9 5/8-in. intermediate casing stub.

An oil-swelling Swellpacker isolation system was the solution chosen to meet this challenge and to isolate and anchor the annulus between the tieback casing and the 13 3/8-in. casing. Using SwellSim® software, Halliburton engineered a Swellpacker system with an OD of 11 3/4-in. to pass through the upper restriction and comfortably seal inside the 13 3/8-in. casing. To achieve a high differential pressure capability and optimize the anchoring forces, a 29.52 ft (9-meter) element was selected for the Swellpacker system. On bottom, an external casing patch was run to swage a seal against the 9 5/8-in. casing stub.
RESULTS

The tieback casing was run to TD in the customer’s oil-based mud (OBM) system with no issues. However, two weeks later, a leak was detected in the external casing patch that was used to stab into the 9-5/8-in. casing. The operator then decided to pull the tieback casing, even though the Swellpacker system had been in the well for 14 days and had begun to seal inside the 13 3/8-in. casing. A series of subsequent operations pulled the Swellpacker system and the related tieback casing section successfully. The faulty casing patch was then able to be corrected.

Prior to removal, the Halliburton anchoring force simulator, a Swell Technology tool developed after years of testing experience, was used to predict the Swellpacker system’s anchoring capability. The maximum actual overpull force experienced during removal of the Swellpacker system was 113 tons as compared to the simulator’s predicted anchoring force of 117 tons, proving the accuracy of the simulator tool.